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Faculty Adopts Proposal.
To Lessen Grade Disparity
by Kenneth Thomas

T

""
he law school faculty narrowly approved a proposal designed to lessen grading disparities between first-year class sections on Wednesday, December 2. The new
system calls for a targeted mean grade of
75-77 for each class, plus maximum- and
minimum percentages for each letter grade
of A-F. [See box at right.]
The new grading plan was drafted by the
Faculty Grade Disparity Committee headed
by Associate Dean Teresa Schwartz.
An alternative proposal was presented by
Professor JohnCibinic and first-year student Christopher Blank. That proposal
would determine class rank independent of

comparative raw scores by computing the
individual students' standard deviations
from each class average, then ranking each
student according to accumulated (tdeves"
(units of standard deviation). This proposal
would of necessity be applied to all classes,
not just the first year; This proposal is not
mutually exclusive.of the Committee's proposal, and may still be considered at a
future faculty meeting.
The faculty meeting was marked by an
unusual degree of parliamentary maneuvering. After the presentation of both proposals, Professor Tom Dienes moved to
amend the Committee proposal so as to de_ lete the mean average requirement. That
"motion was voted down, 14-10.
• Professor David Seidelson then moved to
amend the motion so as to vote (I) for the
Committee report, (2) for the alternate proposal, or (3) against both. Professor David

.SBA Proposes Smaller
Tuition Hike

Sharpe characterized this amendment to the
motion as "mischievous," because any
plurality vote short. of a majority would
result in no resolution being passed. The
amendment was voted down, 17-5.
At this point, Professor David Weaver
questioned whether there really existed a
grade disparity problem. Dean Jerome Barron commented that he has observed less
disparity at present than in the past, and
agreed in principle with comments made
earlier by Professor Irving Kayton that
"grade disparity is a problem with no solution."
The discussion lasted until 5:50 p.rn., and
faculty members who had night classes were
leaving one by one, threatening the
quorum. Student Bar Association President
Marjory Fisher called for a vote on the
Committee proposal. The proposal passed,
14-11. The three student votes provided the
margin for the proposal's passage .
. Professor James Brown immediately
served notice on Dean Barron that he intended not to comply with the new grading
system. The meeting was hastily adjourned.'

•

Some
good" news may be in store for . dents' pockets, and would not decrease the
amount allocated for the building project
National Law Center students, however,
due to the hard work of second-year stu- . itself, but would rather affect the money
being saved to help offset the debt service
dent Andy Robinson and the SBA tuition
on the building. This money, Robinson sug"committee. .Robinson reported at' the
gested, could be made up elsewhere, such as
November SBA meeting that "The possibility exists that we can get up to $150 alumni contributions over the amount set to
knocked off next year's proposed tuition."
be collected for the building fund. The
This would be accomplished by holding
Dean, who would be charged with presenting this alternative to the University Buddown the amount of law school tuition
geting powers, has yet to reject the idea, but
channeled into the new building slush fund.
has requested time to think it over with
Since 1979, a steady amount of tuition has
more information. The SBA voted unanibeen going to that fund, but there is a proposed $200,000 increase in the amount for
mously to support the Tuition Committee's
next year. Maintaining the present. level proposal, part of which is reprinted on page
would put approximately $150 back in stu- 2.

Moot Court Team Reaches
Semis, Falls to Dickenson

.-T

he George Washington National Moot ~ourt team reached the semifinals in the·
regional competition at the U.S. Courthouse in Washington November 18-20, before
narrowly losing to the team from Dickenson College.
The George Washington team, consisting of third-year students Sally Hostetler,
William Tedesco and Rebecca Weiss, had advanced to the quarterfinals by winning
arguments against Villanova University and the University of Delaware. In the quarter
finals, the George Washington team defeated the University of Pennsylvania, thereby
gaining the berth in the semifinal round. Dickenson's win advanced it to the final
round, where it lost. to Georgetown.
Both finalists now qualify for the national competition, which will be held in New
York in February.
The regional competition was sponsored by the District of Columbia Bar Association. The George Washington team was advised by.Professor David Seidelson.
The problem argued in the competition was "The Right of Publicity." I\lI

Construction begins on the new National Law Center building.
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SBA Budget Oornmlttee Proposes $150 Cut in Tuition Hike
This proposal

consists of two parts. The

The following is excerpted from the SBA first part illustration that a $200,000 reducBudget Committee's proposal presented to tion in the proposed $500,000 allotment to
Dean Barron and university Budget Direc- the law school building for the 1982-83 year
tor William Johnson last month.
is feasible and necessary to provide students

T

~e following proposal deals with the
projected George Washington
University
(GWU) National Law Center (NLC) budget
for the 1982-83 academic year. It is the
product of a special tuition committee com. prised of representatives of the Student Bar
Association (SBA) and the George Washington
University
Student
Association
(GWUSA). This proposal is not intended to
be a basis from which to bargain or compromise. it is simply a recommendation
based on GWU budget figures which we
feel represents a reasonable accommodation of both student desires for meaningful
tuition relief and the stated goals of the law
school administration
to provide quality
legal education.
This proposal does not
stipulate the reduction of any law school
programs or services, nor does it impinge
upon any proposed salary increases.

N0
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with desperately needed tuition relief. This
section also shows that this proposed reduction would have a negligible effect on the
prospective accumulation
of money in the
overall building fund. If'.implemented,
this'
action would provide approximately
$170/
year tuition relief to day students and $120/
year of tuition relief to evening students.
The second part of this proposal sets
forth the need for the Administration
to
adopt a policy of allocating any additional
funds it may receive (due to greater than.
projected first-year enrollment, application
fees, tuition deposits, etc.) to the Placement
Service. We propose that the money could
be used to purchase a word processing machine and a copying machine for the Placement Office.
The New Law Schoo] Building
The University estimates the new law
school building will cost $16.7 million. Of
that figure, $8.7 million is expected to come

,.
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Sirulnik To Teach
Drug Law Seminar
Last
May, the National Law School faculty voted to approve a new ~ourse, Seminar
in Drug Law, to be offered during the 1982 Spring Semester. The course, Law 48 I, will
deal with the history of the regulation of non-medical drug use as well as the practical
aspects of criminal prosecutions and defenses involving federal and state drug-related
proceedings. The course, which will be taught by Professor Eric Sirulnik and attorney
Peter H. Meyers, will also deal with constitutional
issues, enforcement practices and
sentencing.
Meyers, who has litigated before the Supreme Court, brings to· the course an extensive
background in drug related criminal law, including almost seven years as Chief Counsel
for the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORMI). In 1980, he
entered private practice where he continues to litigate in various state and federal courts .
largely in the field of criminal defense work.
The course will offer a blend of traditional classroom-seminar
instruction and several
aspects of clinical style education. The latter being in the form of role-playing exercises
using the assistance of such outside resources as federal prosecutors, Drug Enforcement
Administration
personnel, law enforcement
investigators and expert scientific witnesses. The class will be offered Tuesdays, from 4-6 p.m., and is limited to 20 students.

•

Law Revue In Full Swing
.The individuals primarily responsible for
this year's production
are Carolyn Sabol,
producer; . Melissa Ford, director;
Lisa
Gravier, choreographer;
Nell Payne, technical; and Fred Becker, business. In addiL
a~ Revue, that magical, mystical,
tion, many other people are assisting with
musical extravaganza, has begun to operate
putting the show together, thereby making
in full swing for next year's production.
Law Revue a group effort to be shared and
Now in its fourth year, Law Revue hopes to' enjoyed by all those who want to participrovide the same degree of professional
pate. If you would like to help, leave a note
talent and subsequent enjoyment that it has
in the Law Revue mailbox in the SBA ofsupplied in years past. More than 85 people
fice.
Law Revue will open Sunday night, Febshowed up for auditions on Monday and
Tuesday nights. November 23-24. In addiruary 21, in Lisner Auditorium.
Last year
tion toa number of cast members from last
the 1,500 seats in Lisner were sold out in
year's show, many new faces also audiless than two weeks, so make sure to watch
tioned, including a large number of first
for ticket sales in early February. See you at
.
.)'ear, -,s~~~~n.t~"....,., .......",",',' .... ".'..., ...., ...... " -." -. the show! •
by Fred Becker

from outside contributions.
Dean Barron
has been very active in the effort to' solicit
outside contributions
and he is confident
that the $8.7 million can be raised. The University proposes that the remaining $8.0
million be funded by the issuance of an $8.0
million bond. Assuming a 12070 interest
rate, the cost of paying the debt service of
this bond will amount to $1.05 million/
year. Budget officials believe that the assumed 12% interest rate figure is a viable
one in light of the current-condition
of the
_. economy. The money. to pay the yearly debt
service of $1.05 million will come almost
, entirely from increased tuition. Additionally, increased maintenance
costs for the
,new
law school
are estimated : to be
$250,OOO/year. These costs also must be
borne by the tuition rate payer. Without the
accumulation
of any funds earmarked
specifically to the building fund, the Administration would have to increase annual
tuition by $1,000 per student in order to pay
- the yearly cost of the debt service and the
increased maintenance
costs for the new
law school. That, however, is not the case.
Part of that annual tuition increase has already been factored into two previous NLC
tuitions. For the past few years, NLC tuition money has been going into the building
fund. The past and projected figures are as
follows:

Academic

Year

1979-80
1980-81
1981-82.
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
TOTAL·

ducted at the Law Students Tuition Forum,
75% of the students indicated that the combination of loan cuts and tuition increases
would affect their ability to stay on at the
NLC in their present capacity. Some suggested that they might move to the evening
division. Others indicated that they would
try to transfer
to less expensive state
schools.,
Placement

Office Needs

The second part of this proposal concerns the additional money available to the
law school as a result of greater than expected enrollment. Budget revenues are predicated
on certain
enrollment
figures.
Therefore,
if actual enrollment is greater
than the projected enrollment it means that
there is more tuition money available to the
law school. Since this money is unexpected,
it is not previously budgeted. It is usually
the case that enrollment and the consequent
tuition money is greater than expected. In
1981-82 day enrollment was less than projected, but night enrollment was greater
than expected and as a result there was an
additional $50,000 which was added to the
building fund.
We proposed that if there is additional
tuition money in 1982-83, part of it should
be directed to the Placement Service for
badly needed physical improvements. Specifically, we recommend that the Administration purchase a word processor and a
copying machine.
The Placement Office is one of the most
important
offices in the law school. It is
solely' responsible for the employment of
law students both during and after law
school. It is also one of the most significant
determinants
of the NLC's
reputation'
among the country's law firms.

Money Allocated to
the Building Fund
From Tuition
$250,000
$250,000
$300,000
$500,000 (projected)
$500,000 (projected)
Debt Service Begins
$1.8 million

·This figure does not include any additional income to the law school due to greater than projected enrollment, application fees, tuition
deposits and the like. Furthermore, this figure
does not contain the interest paid on the accumulated funds. We have estimated that these additional monies would amount to $0.5 million by
academic year f'l)84-85.
.
These figures illustrate that the projected
minimum accumulation
of monies in the
building fund at the time the debt 'service
begins will be about $2.3 million. (If the
debt service does not begin until 1985-86,
the accumulated
funds are projected
to
total over $2.8 million.) The accumulated
amount of $2.3 million will reduce the "tuition-based"
debt of $8 million to $5.7
million. That means that the bond needed
to cover the cost of the new law school
building need only be $5.7 million. Assuming a 12% interest rate, the actual debt service which must be covered by Law School'
tuition should be approximately
$680,000.
With the increased maintenance costs, .the
total obligation would be $930,000. Since
students are presently paying $300,000/year
into the law school building fund, tuition
would have to be increased by $630,000 or
roughly $485 per student to cover the debt
service and increased maintenance.
I
If the additional $200,000 was not put
into the building fund this year, the effect
on the overall fund would be negligible.
Effect on Students
This is a bad year to institute any tuition
increases which are not absolutely necessary. With the reduction in the availability
of government loan money, many students
are uncertain as to how they will continue
to finance their legal education. Even if a
student continues to receive the maximum
$5,000 guaranteed student loan, he or she
would still need an additional $1,100 just to
meet the projected $6,100 tuition rate. The
student would also be responsible for his
books, living quarters and meals.
Will $170.00 help students?
Many indicate that it will. In a recent survey con~

Both
the $170 per student tuition relief
and the additional equipment for the Placement Office are very important to students.
The tuition relief is especially important in
this year of uncertain student tuition aid. In
light of the fact that the $200,000 reduction
to the building fund this year will have little
effect on that fund, we believe that its
implementation
is the best solution to the
current tuition dilemma. •

Library
Notes

/

b~ Brian Dixon

B
ad news travels fast. By now, most
of you have already heard that the Library
has lost two of our staff to the siren calls of
a prestigious law firm.
J. Barclay Inge, the Audio/Visual
Librarian and Richard Gibson, the Government Documents Librarian, resigned in early November to join the staff of Wilmer,
Cutler and Pickering. Barclay wrote and
produced the Law Center's first orientation
film and was instrumental
in the development of our A/V capabilities. With his departure,
the Library
loses its resident
authority on William Faulkner.
Richard sheperded many a law student
and MBA candidate through the maze of
legislation histories. His knowledge of our
government document collection and other
sources frequently proved invaluable.
The Library was fortunate to have had
Barclay and Richard on the staff, and we
. will miss them. •
I

I
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The Deve Proposal
Assures Parity
Between Sections

Just Another
Band-Aid
by John Banzhaf

B, No other guidelines will be required
The Faculty last Wednesday discussed
regarding class means or distribution of
the "Deve " grading system. Although it ingrades within categories.
stead adopted a proposal by the Faculty
C. Each student's grade point average
Grade Disparity Committee (see page l}, . (GPA), based on raw scores, will still be calthe proposals are not mutually exclusive.
culated and reported on the student's tranand the "Deve" proposal may yet be voted
script.
on at a future faculty meeting.
D. In addition to raw scores, a "Deve"
score will be calculated for each student in
each course. A "Deve" is a number exby John Cibinic,Jr. and Christopher Blank
pressing how far above or below the average in each particular course a given student
has scored. It is a made up word coined
from the statistical term standard deviation.
A Deve score above zero indicates performhis proposal was developed to accomance above the mean while a Deve score
modate the views of both those concerned
below zero indicates performance below the
with the impact of grade disparity and those
mean. Deve scores larger or smaller than
who object to professors being deprived of
plus or minus 3.00 are very rare. For inthe right and responsibility to use their prostance, a student with a raw score of 85 in a
fessional judgment in assigning grades. It
Torts class in which the average score was
would not permit the administration to
74 might earn 1!t2 Deves, The Deve score is
change any grades, nor would it require any
useful for ranking students because it autonew rules regarding the use of mandatory
matically corrects any bias created by difmeans or grade distribution curves. Instead,
ferences in course mean, and course size as
it would simply substitute a new method of
well as bias created by the shape of the
determining class rank. It would be appligrading curve used in each course.
cable to second and third year class rank deE. A "Deve Point Average" (DPA) for
terminations in addition to first year rankeach student will also be compiled.
ing.
F. Overall class rank will not be based on
The essence of this proposal is that it
would determine class rank on the basis of GP A. Instead, class rank will be based on
the cumulative DPA.
how well a student has fared in comparison
This alternative is relatively simple in
to his classmates. It would permit this to be
concept and all calculations could be easily
accomplished even though different courses
performed by the university computer
with different professors and different class
which already stores the grade information.
sizes and different grading philosophies are
It would not require confusing calculations
, involved. The proposal is based upon the
by professors or the reporting or recording
concept that the measure of how well a stuof several sets of grades. This technique
dent does compared to his fellow students
in one class is readily comparable to how does not make a value judgment concerning
any professor's grading techniques or philowell students perform compared to their'
sophies. Grades would still be reported as
peers in other classes. This is accomplished
through the use of the statistical technique they now are and they would still indicate to
the student the professor's evaluation of
called standardization.
performance. The transcript would conThe basic elements of this alternative
tinue to report individual course grades,
proposal are that:
cumulative average grades and class rank.
A. Professors will continue to assign
Only the method for determining class rank
'numerical grades whichconform to existing
would be different. A short note would be
guidelines.
included on the transcript to indicate: (i) the
method of class rank determination, (ii) the
significance of class rank, and (iii) that the
John Cibinic, Jr., is a Professor of Law at student with the highest grade average is
George Washington University. Christonot necessarily the first person in class rank.
pher Blank is a first-year student.
(please turn to page 6)

T

A

new proposal based upon DEVE's
has just been presented to me, revised and
corrected from the original version which
was presented to the Committee almost a
week ago. While it appears to have some
merit and almost certainly would be an improvement over our existing situation, I
would like to set out some of my reservationsconcerning it.

viewers. It would probably be difficult for a
student to satisfactorily explain why he has
few "A's" or a low GPA, and yet has a
high class rank-it is also possible that a
decision will be made from the transcript itself and the student will never have a chance
to explain!

B. It is by no means clear that the mathematical calculations proposed would be the
fairest or best means of equalizing grading
disparities, and there are several applications where serious problems are presented.
In the past I have applied rigorous techA. Since the proposal would have no ef- niques of mathematical analysis to various
fect on grades or class averages, It does not mathematical systems which the pro- .
address many of the problems created by ponents argued produced certain results
grading disparities. Since so many matters which were consistent with "common
depend on individual grades or grade point sense," "intuition," etc. In each of three
averages which would not be affected by major cases-weighted
voting, multithe DEVE proposal, it provides no protec- member electoral districts, and the so-called
tion or relief in many areas. For example:
small-state bias of the Electoral College1. Students with grade point averages the claims of the proponents and the com(GP A) below 65 either are placed on proba- mon sense notion turned out to be wrong,
tion or not permitted to reregister without
but this could only be shown by rigorous
permission. If the low GPA was caused in mathematical
analysis including conpart by being in a section which received siderable computer calculations. While this
. significantly lower grades than average, the proposal appears to provide one means of
DEVE proposal would have no effect.
reducing certain disparities, I am by no
2. In order to obtain or keep scholar- means satisfied that it does not have so-farships, transfer to other law schools, or to unforseen problems, nor that it is the best
obtain compensation for taking certain mathematicai means for attempting to
courses, students may be required to main- accomplish this objective. An expert in this
tain a given average or to receive a given area with whom I have discussed the matter
grade in the course. A student in a class agrees, and suggested an alternative calculawhich receives lower-than-average grades tion which he said might work as well.
would be penalized, and the DEVE proOne obvious area for serious concern
posal would provide no relief.
would be the application to small courses
3. An employer seeking applicants for
including seminars and many paper
a summer or full-time position involving courses. Conventional wisdom always
skills in a given course area may look at the counsels against relying upon statistical
grades in one or more specific courses. A transformations with a small sample popustudent who got only a "B" in that course, lation. Moreover, it might be very unfair to
whereas his equally-qualified classmates in - apply a DEVE system in classes where stuother sections were getting "A's," would . dents tend to do very well either because of
be at a significant disadvantage.
self selection (generally, a strong interest in
4. Although class rank is probably the . the subject matter), or because they do betmost important criterion examined by pro- ter with evaluative methods other than
spective employers,the number of "A's"
three-hour exams.
and "B's," as well as the grade point averIt is entirely foreseeable that the DEVE
age, may also be considered by some inter- method would produce results in some
situations which would be aberationaJ or
would be seen as aberational. A very similar, if not identical, method used by Law
John Banzhaf is Professor of Law at Review two years apparently produced reGeorge Washington University.
(please turn to page 6)
"

Food for Thought Without Food
by Anita K. Head

"N

crumbs and grease spots that also result in
permanent damage. Even worse, volumes
seasoned with cookie crumbs and mayonnaise attract unwated livestock into the
building. Once such livestock (worms,
bugs, mice) have settled in, they are difficult to eliminate. Food and drink also inevitably result in sticky desk surfaces and
odorous refuse, both not conducive to
serene study.

0 FOOD OR DRINK" reads a
sign prominently posted in the Law Library
Lobby. Yet a stupendous variety of food
and drink can be found in our Library at
any given time. Unfortunately, that presents many problems, and a number of stu-,
dents have recently complained, to the
Consider still another reason for excludlibrary staff about the comestibles found in ing edibles and potables from our halls.
our halls.
Some conscientious students, hungry or
As everybody knows, food and drink do thirsty though they may be, forego their
not belong in libraries. Most reasons for ex- natural inclinations toward instant gratificluding them are obvious. Liquids have a cation and promise to themselves to master
tendency to spill and permanently damage -fifty more pages on the Rule Against' Perbooks. Food items may leave a trail of petuities. Having their olfactory senses sud-

denly assaulted by the overpowering aroma
of pizza, and freshly brewed coffee, they
are tempted beyond endurance to abandon
their admirable resolve. For humanitarian
concerns, therefore, as much as for good,
sound housekeeping reasons, the NO
FOOD OR DRINK regulation will once
more be enforced. To avoid adding stress
and strain to the impending exam period
and to give everyone some time to adjust,
the enforcement will begin only after the
last final. Be sure to find a new commissary
by then! •

Professor Anita Head

Anita K. Head is Professor of Law and Law
Librarian of George Washington University .
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DITORIALS/OPINIO

Give It A
Chance
The faculty's action last Wednesday in adopting a
proposal by its Grade Disparity Committee, designed to
lessen differences in grading standards between firstyear sections, comes just in the nick of time-a
week
before finals begin. It means that students of equal
ability but of different alphabetical persuasions will be
treated a little more equitably by those future employers
who, for some reason, hire solely on the basis of class
rank. And that is all it means.
Whether the new grading system will be successful, of
course, depends on compliance by the faculty and enforcement
by the administration.
One .professor's
avowal not to comply if carried out, would undermine
the integrity of the entire faculty decision-making process and lead to a greater level of academic anarchy than
already exists. Professors should at least make a goodfaith effort to comply this year. If the scheme appears
unworkable or ineffective, there should be no problem
repealing it at some future time. But it deserves a chance
this semester.

N

GoVERNMENT HAu
NO BUfJINE65
PRoVIDING
LEGAL u~RVICE5

lHERE'~ Too

To THE PooR!

POOR· AND

MUGHWHINING
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tFTHEY WANT
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A JUDGE of
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EVERYONE
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legal education to date. If only because law the Court that it should be overturned, I
school always' seems to be demanding hard
found that I am a lot more corrupt than I
work in the blind faith that, someday, it will had led myself to believe.
~II payoff, it was nice to have something
Although I was generally pleased with the
tangible to show for a few weeks of effort.
way the competition was run, I have three
The competition teaches you as much about
suggestions as to how it might be improved
actually practicing law as you're likely to • next time around. The first concerns the
learn in two or three classes. You also learn most frequently criticized aspect of the
As a first-time participant in the Van a lot about yourself: after convincing the competition: the arbitrariness of the judgVleck Moot Court Competition, I would Court that the deportation order against the ing. Unfortunately, little can ever be done
like to express my thanks to all involved for respondent, Hector Gonzalez, should be to eliminate it. Time limitations on students
making it the most memorable part of my sustained, and one month later convincing
and judges alike require that there be only
two rounds preliminary to the finals, and
that these be judged by 15 or 20 different
panels. So the question is not so much
whether the present, scheme of judging
should be changed, but how it might be imThe Advocate, Vol. 3, No.4
proved.
December 9, 1981
The National Moot Court Competition
provides one suggestion. By considering
Editor, David Danner
first the records of the participants, and usMan.,.n. Editor, Mary Beth 8o5c:o .
ing their point totals only to break ties, the
Auodate Edlton. Lori Berman, Arlyn Charles, Erich Schwartz
NMCC recognizes that the only contestants
Aulstanl Editor, David Braus
ever really judged by the same standard are
those who oppose one another-having
Arts Editor, Barbara Padorr
stood before the same judges at the same
Plloto Editor, Mark Arbesfeld
time. Thus, by allowing, for example, a 2-0
team to beat out a I-I team with a slightly
Dnila, Mary Beth Bosco, David Danner
higher score, the NMCC method somewhat reduces the role that high-scoring and lowStaff, Ruth Bate, Janet Barttemay, Fred Becker, Julie Becker, David certner, Sandra
scoring judges play in the competition. AdCohen, Steve Cooper. Linda Corbelli, Frank D'Amore, Filomena D'Elia, David Krech,
mittedly, it also contains a glaring overBeth-Kuoni, Barbara Reist, Valerie Richardson, John Silberman, William Tabor.
sight: it fails to consider that some contestants have faced tougher competition than
Contrlbaton, Kimberly Bloodworth, Brian Dixon, Andrew J. Robinson
others. But that this sort of oversight is any
The Advocate is published' monthly -by the law students of George Washington
more glaring than when, as happened here
Unlverslty. liS offices are located in Room B-02, Bacon Hall, 2000 H Street, N.W .•
this year, one 2-0 team finishes lower in the
Washington, D.C. 2OO~2.Telephone (202) 676:-732~. Entire eontems copyright ©1981
standings than an 0-2 team, and several 2-0
by The Ad~'o<·att>.
teams finish lower than I-I teams that they
defeated, is surely debatable.
The opinions expressed herein are those of the authors, and do not necessarily repreA second suggestion is that the scoring
sent those of The Advocate, the National Law Center, or George Washington Univercriteria be better correlated to one another.
sirv,
At present, the "appearance" of a brief is
'TIt(' Advocate will consider for publication all articles, letters, and cartoons subweighted as heavily as either its organizamilled. Letters must be signed 10 be considered.
tion, or the writing ability it exhibits. Further, three misplaced periods among your
citations will cost you as much as an oral

.SUGGESTIONS
FOR VAN VLECK
COMPETITION

Advocate

argument judged "poor" rather than "very
good" in persuasiveness.
Finally, and most important of all, the
contestants seem entitled to fuller cornments from their judges. For the 60 of 64 of
us who did not make it to the final round,
criticism-practical advice from people far
more experienced than we are, on how we
might have done things better or differently
-is the thing we value most. Although
some participants received extensive written
and oral comment on their work, many had
their briefs returned wholly blank of cornments, and received little more than congratulations at oral argument. If learning to
deal with judges less receptive than you'd
like them to be is an important part of practice, learning how to put your best argument forward is all the more important, and
there seems no better time for us to learn
than now.
Steve Kieselstein

"NO-SMOKING"
SIGNS SHOULD
BE OBEYED
I would like to take this opportunity to
-thank those persons responsible for the
newly-placed "No Smoking" signs in the
hallways of Stockton Hall. The prohibition
of smoking in this public, yet confined,
areas has been long overdue.
My only regret as of this point in time is
that most of those persons in the law school
buildings who find it necessary to smoke do
not find it necessary to abide by the prohibition. Perhaps in time they will recognize
that the "No Smoking" signs do indeed apply to them.
Donald Evan Rothman
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Multiple Choice Exams Are .Good?
without any knowledge of how the student
came to his or her conclusion. The student's
arguments are not weighed. Indeed, they
have never been articulated. Surely the student is free to speak with the professor
about the exam, but realistically, the occasion for such consultation
may not arrive
for weeks or even months after the exam
has been taken.

by Lois C. Greisman

True D

I

wish to preface my article with a few
preliminary remarks. I write purely on my
own behalf. I do not attempt to express the
views of my fellow students. In addition. I
am not addressing myself on any level to a
particular professor or course.
_
With the notable exception of the pending bar examination.
I came to law school -with the belief that I had left multiple
choice exams behind when I handed in the
LSAT. I was mistaken. Much to my dismay, I now find that they are unexceptional
at our law school. This reality disappoints
me for one primary reason. I believe this
type of exam stifles creativity-a
cornmodity which is both hard to preserve and foster at any law school.
I do not dispute that a professor can,
with care, write a "fair" multiple choice
exam which will not merely test knowledge
of facts, but will strive to test reasoning and thought. For questions of a factual nature,
there are "correct"
answers. For questions
requiring analysis, there are perhaps "bet,

False

ca_

for the opportunity
to formulate ideas no
matter how cursory the form. Would it be
too unpalatably
idealistic to propose that
taking an exam should be as much a part of
the learning process as the effort which precedes it?
I cannot duplicate the thought processes
of another to arrive at the "better" answer,
nor would I ever desire to do so. This is not
to say that some processes are not more
meritorious than others, or that different
processes should not' arrive at a similar
result. It is simply to say that I would like
the opportunity
to express myself beyond
filling in a space.

be effective, the "mental"
legal
ter" answers. While I realize that the ability
to arrive at the "better"
answer is crucial -'process must not only be logical, but must
be creative as well. These exams provide no
for any lawyer, I submit that what is of
room for creativity. Balancing tests abound
greater importance in the lawyer's arsenal is
in legal studies,
equitable
notions and
the ability to identify issues and formulate
I propose a compromise to those who
policy considerations
permeate court deciarguments. Thus, while some answers may
genuinely believe in the value of a multiple
sions, and finally, there is that whole cast of
be objectively better thanothersr.it
is the
choice exam. The compromise, which some
intangibles
which
defy categorization.
reasoning which precedes and molds the
already adopt, is a part multiple choice-part
Hopefully, one accounts for these factors in . essay exam. This compromise benefits the
answer which I had believed law school was
choosing an answer. But, from an educato develop.
student's weary hand and the professor's
tional viewpoint, I for one maintain that it weary eyes. More importantly,
The existence of a multiple choice exam
I. cannot
is the process, not the result which yearns
at the end of a semester does not autohelp but think that it would be more chalfor expression and feedback.
maticalIy lead to 'the conclusion that the
lenging to both .•
I do not advocate written exams in order
method of instruction was not designed to
to provide students with additional-writing
develop reasoning skills. But I believe that
experience.
Moreover,
the prospect of a
the value of such instruction,
both to the
three hour writing matathon is little to get
student and professor, is severely curtailed
Lois C. Greisman is a second-year student.
excited about. But much I feel is to be said
when a professor corrects a student's work

SBA's Fisher: A Year.Of Ups .And Downs
Fisher: Absolutely. After' being exposed
to some of the speakers who have visited
the school and talked about public interest
law, I know that I want to be able, as Ralph
[Nader) .says, "to take my conscience to
work with me."
.
As I look at the offerings in the placement office, I see 400 corporate firms and
one public interest organization. That's unfortunate. There are many students who, if
given a choice, would choose a career helping people who have a real need for legal
representation.
Personally, I am still very committed to
doing some kind of public service work.
Public interest lawyers are needed now
more than ever. I feel that the work and the
people in the public interest world are very
exciting and very committed?

Marjy Fisher ends her year-long term as
Student Bar Association president next
month. In the following interview, she discusses her iinpressions oj the past II months.
Advocate.' Have you enjoyed your year as
SBA President?
Fisher: Yes, I have enjoyed the experience; but it has had its ups and downs. The
SBA is a terrific group of people and I enjoyed working with them, but the job is
very difficult within the)imits
of being a
student.

Advocate: What are the inherent limitations of the SBA?
Fisher: Well, there are two. facets to the
job. One is organizing; the other is being involvedin the policy making of the school.
There is no limit on what one can do in
terms of organizing activities for a .law
school located in Washington.
In terms of
policy-making,
however, even though the
students are represented on- all faculty decision-making bodies, it is difficult for fulltime students to work in a system with an
unelected body, such as the faculty senate,
and have definitive input.

Advocate.' For example ...
Fisher: Well, in terms of the organizing
aspects of th~SBA, with 15 representatives
all contributing, a comprehensive schedule
of events that focuses on issues outside the
law school-encompassing
all ends of the
political spectrum-is
essential to our education as lawyers and takes little effort. At
. the same time, this type of program probably helps OW stand out over all the other
law schools in the city.
.
On the other hand, the SBA can sink an
equal amount of time into policy-making.
and have relatively little to show. The real
decision-making
body, the faculty, is unelected and can be unaccountable
to a student constituency,
although, really, that's
who the faculty is here to serve.

.

Advocate: What programs have you proposed which have been hindered by the
faculty?
.Fisher: On issues of concern to students,
there have been a fair number of receptive
faculty members. But that doesn't mean
they are in any way bound to be. In terms
of what we try to achieve in programming,

Advocate: What do you feel are your major

Marjy Fisher.' Student input is limited
the faculty has been enormously
helpful.
Dean Schwartz' office has been wonderful.
In terms of. issues before the faculty, I
think the faculty has to occasionally remind
itself who is affected by its decisions, that
is, the students.

/

Advocate.' The faculty is self-serving,

Fisher: It's another example of where the
effect on students is being ignored by certain faculty members. Other faculty members, however, have been supportive of the
remedy .. suggested-which
in my opinion
shows an awareness by many of the faculty .
By the time this interview is published, the
vote may be out. Let me just say that this is
another instance of where the faculty must
look at the effects on students with utmost
care.
There have been faculty
who have
thought out the effects of grade disparity
on students and have been very supportive
of students in making it more equitable.
They balance the effect on students against
the effects on themselves, and,luckily,
gave
added weight to the students, who are hurt
more by the effects of grade disparity than
teachers' freedom is infringed upon.

you

imply?
Fisher: Well (laughter),
let's say they
have an occasional lack of vision on the students' perspectives on many issues. But
then again, they may think that I· have a
lack of vision on the faculty perspective. In
fact, I'm sure they do.

Advocate: Can you give some examples?

But if you look at the ultimate purpose of
the law school, it is to teach the students to'
be good lawyers. And the fact that student
input is limited to the extent that it is, it is
evident that this aspect is often forgotten.

Advocate: What about grade disparity?

Fisher: I think placement is foremost in
students' minds as an area that needs irnmediate improvement.
I get complaints every
single day-the
lack of diversity of career
choices, the lack of personnel, the lack of
direction. This is an area that the administration is neglecting while students are
screaming; I think the administration
disregards the short and long-term effects by not
acting.
The lack of improvement
of the placement office is a prime example of neglect of
A dvocaie: You were elected as a strong proan issue on which students should have a
. ponent of public interest law. Do you still
central role because students are centrally
feel this way?
affected.

accomplishments
as SBA President?
Fisher: I believe the major accomplishments of the SBA as a whole are, first,'
bringing Washington
and the. law school
closer together through an excellent speakers' series; second, presenting a. proposal
for the placement office that includes a
much wider choice of careers upon graduation and an increased support staff for what
should be considered the most important
office at the school; third, committing the
faculty to some kind
reform of the grade
disparity problem; fourth, appointing some
very energetic and committed students to
serve on the faculty committees.
And some really good parties.

of

Advocate: What are your
appointments?

major

dis-

Fisher: There was nothing unexpected.
Given the minimal student representation
on the faculty committees, our input peaks
early. For example, the faculty hiring committee handed the students a defeat last
year [when one visiting professor
was
denied tenure track). We were pretty well
powerless to counter that. Otherwise, no
major disappointments.

Advocate.' Are you running for re-election?
Fisher: No! I think it's time for another
young cub from the first year to go around
asking if students are better off now than
they were a year ago. I· enjoyed the year,
_but it's time to do other things. Like study.
I

•
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The Deve Proposal
Cibinic (continued from page 3)

Banzhaf (continued from page 3)

In comparison to the Grade Disparity
Committee's proposal, this proposal has
three distinct advantages:
I. It does not require the imposition of
objectionable mandatory grading standards.
2. It will accomplish a much more equitable solution to the grade disparity problem
than the Committee's proposal. See Appendix B for a comparison of how the disparity
problem would be affected by both proposals on several courses selected at random.
3. It would be applicable to second and
third year courses while the Committee's
proposal would not. It should be recognized that even greater disparity exists in
such courses and. that application of a corrective proposal to only first year courses
would not solve the disparity problem.
This proposal preserves the communication link between the professors and their
students. It also insures parity in the evaluation of students from different sections of
the alphabet. It does not infringe upon the
professors' right to express their evaluation
of students in the manner they desire. It
also does not infringe upon the students'
right to a measure which fairly represents.
their comparative achievement among their
peers.
For these reasons, we strongly recommend that the faculty and students adopt
this proposal and put an end to the controversy regarding grade disparity .•

suits which many found unacceptable, an.
a different method' of selection was eventually adopted by the faculty.
C. Rather than dealing with the basic
problem, the proposal would be (me more
band aid treating one symptom. Grading
disparities produce problems in class standing which are supposedly dealt with using
this DEVE proposal. Problems of disparities in individual grades and grade point
averages as they may affect -probation,
scholarships, compensation, transfers, and
employment are to be dealt with, if at all, in
some other manner. The problem created
by disparities in selecting students for Law
Review and the Journal are dealt with in
still another manner-oddly
enough, oneadopted by the Cibinic Committee which
did not adopt a virtually identical DEVE
proposal which was actually. used by the
Law Review at the time. As this is being
written, I am told that some new refinement
is being added to deal with the problem of
small classes where' the DEVE proposal
clearly creates significant problems. One
advantage of the Committee's proposal is
that it deals directly with the problem of
grading disparity, and if applied after a trial
period to larger second and third-year
classes, would automatically deal with the
problems noted above. Since it is similar to
the system we have used for more than ten
years, and far simpler than the DEVE proposal .. it promises to 'be simpler to use' and
to present few unforeseen problems.

Everything
a bar. review
should be
SMH is chosen time arid again over other
preparation programs --:-and now there is
even more reason to decide on SMH. Here
are a few major poiritsfor consideration:

DURING FINALS
THE S.B.A. IS
PROVIDING FREE
COFFEE IN THE
STOCKTON LOUNGE.,
HAVE SOME.

here has been little opportunity for
faculty members or students to carefully
study or debate this new idea. It is also one
which could be adopted and applied later in
the Spring to the Fall grades, whether or
not the faculty adopts the Committee's proposal. However, if the Faculty rejects the
Committee's proposal based on the DEVE
system, and it later turns out to have problems or otherwise be Objectionable, another
first-year class will have been unnecessarily
and unreasonably subjected to the tyranny
of the alphabet. •

-courtesy

SBA

50%
OFF

50%
OFF
During the Yuletide Season,
present this coupon with
any overdue library fine
incurred by Nov. 30, 1981
and receive a terrific

50~ REDUCTION
Take advantage of this
once-in-a-lfetime opportunity!
Jacob Burns Law Ubrary
VaHd thm Dec:. 31, 1981

50%
OFF

Testing - SMH provides its students with

SMH Texts - The foundation for our review
programs -the
most lucid and thorough
", texts available; not just an outline.

50%
OFF

review

diagnostic testing and practice under exam
conditions; including complete coverage of the
most recently released Multistate Exam.

Faculty -

Professors Smith, Mclaughlin, and
Hart have 17 years of Bar Review lecturing
experience. Can't be compared or matched.
Lectures are provided by selected faculty in each
SMH jurisdiction.

11th Hour Review - Concise summaries and
short lectures provide time-saving and accurate
last-minute review. '

Lecture Series -

Ethics Examination -- Preparation available to
all course registrants in jurisdictions where exam
is given.

Intensive Review - The SMH difference -

jurisdictions

practice on questions is the key to SMH
instruction - teaching students how to handle
information - not just to absorb it. Promotes
efficient use of time by revealing students'weak
subjects.
'

Deposit Reciprocity - All deposits placed with
SMH may be transferred in full to any SMH
jurisdiction without penalty of any kind.

Just the beginning of our
coverage - emphasizes, reinforces and clarifies
the substantive material.

Course Discounts - Available in all SMH
until published deadlines.

As you can see, the SMH methodology has a number 'of distinct advantages. If you're
familiar with our hard-earned reputation you know SMH isn't just more - it's better.

Contact office for current discount information.
Complete literature available upon request. Call or write:
CONNECTICUT • DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA • MAINE
MARYLAND • MASSACHUSETTS
• NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY • NEW MEXICO • NEW YORK • VERMONT
PENNSYL VANLA • RHODE ISLAND • VIRGINIA

S~.....
H
BAR REVIEW
1 (800) 343-9188
.,
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EVERYAVAILABLE AID
FOR THE LAW STUDENT
GILBERTS - COIFS
SUM & SUBSTANCE
LEGALINES
SMITH REVIEWS - NUTSHELLS
CASE NOTES - Atv1ERICAN LEGAL
CASE DIGESTS
EMANUELS - HORNBOOKS
STATIONARY SUPPLIES AND MORE

DISCOUNT PRICESAND
COMPLETE SELECTION
.AT •••
WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK CO.
,

COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY LAW BOOKS ELSEWHERE
largestselection

Washington's

of Iepl supplies and study aids

Coif and Caseftotes,· Gilbert's, legalines, Nutshells, Hornbooks, Ziona, etc:.

READY CASH FOR OLD CASEBOOKS

1917 Eye St.,N.w.
LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Why not take the opportunity

Tel. 785-0424

.

to study in London?

A wide range of subjects and courses is available in Central London for
students of the social sciences .•
Junior year
One-year Master's degrees

Postgraduate Diplomas
Research

Subjects include Accounting and Finance, Actuaria/ Science, Anthropology, Business Studies, Econometrics, Economics, Economic History,
Geography, Government, Industrial Rela~ions, International History,
International Relations, Law, Management Science, Operationa/Research, Philosophy, Politics, Population Studies, Social Administration,
Social Work, Sociology, Social Psych%gyand Statistical and Mathematical Sciences.
Application blanks from:
Admissions Directorate, L.s.E., Houghton Street
London WC2A 2AE, England
Please state whether junior year or postgraduate.

"It Sounds Incredible, and It Is!"
Vegetarian Times

"Bursting with Freshness"
~.Washirfgton Post

,

Enjoy our delicious shrimp, chicken, egg, tuna or fruit salads and sandwiches; Nicoise salad; and our fabulous "Poppin-Melt"sandwich
(melted
provolone. cheese, tuna salad, mushrooms, and tomatoes). We have great
omelettes, guacamole, quiches, soups, and a daily Hot Special.

CLASSIFIED
Worried about your progress on your Legal
Writing argument? Bummed about your
standIng In the Moot Court Competition?
Worried about the results of the Interview·
Ing process. Come down to the Student
Information Center In ROOmB04 Stockton
and talk to some sympathetic souls;

Top off lunch with our special carrot cake or ~
tasting of all yogurts - and good for you.

Directory
676-6260
676-7325
676-6420
676-7560
676-7463
676-6592
676-5992
676-7164
676-6835
676-6648
676-7561
676-7340
676-7150
676-7t65

BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH THE YWCA, WE ARE NOW
THE ONLY SELLERS OF THEIR FAMOVS CHOCOLATE CHIP
COOKIES!

HEALTH'S A.POPPINI
,I

Phone; 466-6616
Open 7:30a.m. to 6:00p.m.
Monaay thru friday
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. saturday

2020 K Street, N. W.

Washington. D.C. 20006
-
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the best-

Inquire about our sumptuous catering platters - inexpensive, too.

A(jmissions & Records
Advocate
Alumni Relations
BALSA
. Community Legal Clinic
Dean of Students
Financial Aid
Journal of International Law
law Review
library Reference Desk
La Raza
Placement Office
SBAOffice
Student Information Center
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DECEMBER

YOU'RE DONE? Escape-to
Baltimore!
The
'Charles Theatre shows "Take the Money &
Run" and "And Now for Something Completely
Different." Call 727-FILM.

9
FIRST DA Y OF EXAMS
JOHN OSHINSKY DAYI Everybody wear turtlenecks and sweat pants.

19

10
see

at The Circle.

team takes on George
at the Smith Center at 8:00

11
&

"THE

BIG

12

through January 3 the AMERICAN
BA[LET THEA TRE performs The Nutcracker at

Tonight

AMERICAN

23

8:00 p.m.

Theatre.

BELLET THEA TER performs' at
Kennedy Center - & Baryshnlkov's dancing!

"WAR OF THE WORLDS" takes over the Cirle

24

13
A CHRISTMAS CANDLELIGHT CONCERT with
the Paul Hill Chorale at Kennedy Center, 8:30
p.m.

"THE

FRENCH

CONNECTION"

at

the

Biograph.

25
CHRISTMAS DA Y

15
A CHRISTMAS CAROL is performed at Ford's
Theatre through January 3. Call 347-4833.

27
"BLACK

STALLION"

comes

to

the

Circle

Theatre.

17
BALLET dances "The
at Lisner Auditorium, 7:00 p.rn,

Nut-

31
NEW YEAR'S EVE

. Horoscope
ARIES: Your moon is exposed. Buy material
things. You are relieved of a great burden on
Dec. 18. Water your house plants.
TAURUS: You impress everybody with your
humor, personality, style, sensitivity and wardrobe. Brush your teeth! You find rat hairs in a
candy bar.

20th. Friend points out hickey on your neck. Be
sure you have money for the meter!
VIRGO: Accident leaves loved one hideously
deformed and financially dependent, but professor says you still have to take the' exam. Use
caution.

PISCES: Avoid travel before the 16th. That New
York firm sends you a rejection plus a follow-up
phone call just to rub it in. Don't wear purple.
LEO: You or a close friend will be killed on the
way home.
AQUARIUS: Member of opposite sex plays key
role. Avoid troublesome people. Use a flouride.

LIBRA: You giggle a lot, say stupid things, and
generally make people uncomfortable.
Watch
for special message Dec. 16.
GEMINI: Be wary of individual who flatters,
then seeks financial favor. You will find a hole
in your diaphragm.

CAPRICORN: Someone spits in your soda.
Avoid doctors today. Moon prominent;
use
case notes. Make obscene phone call to a
friend.
SCORPIO: You're

ugiy, but leave town on the

"WE'VE GOT A DATE DEC. 15th"
"That's when the American Galaxian Society
asks every video addict in America to give up
video games for a day. Give it a try, You
might find you can quit forever."
THE GREAT AMERICAN
vroso BLACKOUT

American Galaxian Society

E

you graduated. The commitment that we
are making is never more apparent than
when you think about those who you cannot be with as a result of pursuing this education. The long distance relationships
become as difficult as reading a Contracts
text. The commonalities that we share
(same classes, pressures, questions) are contrasted by our givergent backgrounds (place.
of residence, marital status, age, etc.).

he dawn of a new life, the pursuit' of a
. legal education, was prefaced by this quotation elicited by our legal research instructor.
At that time, on the twenty-fourth of
August, we sauntered from class smiling
t truly is paradoxical, we share so much,
after reflecting upon the remark. This class yet deal with these· experiences in such
of 1984 is a 'truly gifted one; it is an as- desparate ways. At least when we were
semblage that has not deferred to the state- freshmen, we all shared the same dorm, "
ment "you can't always get what you cafeteria food, and common experience of
want." Seventeen years of schooling (more being away from home, We do have to
for those who did graduate work) have hope that this is for the best, though, for it
brought us to this threshold-the embark- is the only way to rationalize this undertaking upon a legal education. We all have ar- . ing we have made. (Why else would we be
rived from different walks, some direct paging through Shephard's at ten o'clock
from college" others from the labor force, on a Friday night?)
but we all managed to meet at OW. Three
"You can't always get higher
years lie ahead, which certainly cannot be Just because you aspire
'an overwhelming number; I have been told.
You could expire even knowing. "
Is that so?
-Peter Townshend
"You were under the impression
Our class was the center of attention earThat when you were walking forward
ly in the semester, but we have' gradually
You'd end up further onward
slipped out from under this focus. We have
But things ain't quite that simple. "
been left alone to navigate our progression
-Peter Townshend
through some. turbulent waters. The securi-

I

No, things are just not that simple. It is ty of senior year, knowing what is required
apparent that interchangeability cannot be and how to achieve it, has been replaced by
readily achieved. After spending my colle- the incertitude that has dominated first
giate years 'in Boston-s-riding the MBTA, year. Frequently, we depart from a class
visiting Faneuil Hall, and reading about the with more questions than we had upon enPats-I have found that His not so easy to try. Perhaps this has been the biggest adsubstitute the Metro, the Mall and the Red- justment of all-after
spending sixteen
skins. This is more than a change in loca- years having the teacher as the provider of
tion, it is a new existence.
the answers-this has been reversed totally.
At the outset, the rumor mills, beer blasts
It is we who have to formulate the correct
and volleyball games helped to ease the responses. We have made it through the
transition. We were ushered into this ex- quandry of researching open memos and
perience with our eyes open, for so many juggling daily class preparations, and while
facets of this new education kept us poised,
it was a struggle, we emerged with at least a
always alert for a further wrinkle that we nominal level of accomplishment-that
it
had never previously encountered. This So- can be done: That basic premise, though,
cratic method hastened our adjustmentthat a true self-formulation is necessary, is
which is analogous to being tossed into ten an all-powerful one. Alan Parsons (that
feet of water and learning how to swim. noted legal commentator) remarked:
The days of' sleepily walking into the back
"Some are born to lose their heads,
of the lecture hall and absent-mindedly tak- And some are born to use them,
ing notes had abruptly ended. This was re- And some will never know their ends,
placed by hearing countless numbers of stu- And some are born to choose them. "
dents forwarding every remark with the
phrase "It seems to, me." I have had
dreams where I envision legions of people
all arising and shouting out: "It seems to
me ... It seems to me" and I just cannot
t times, I have though'! that I may be
get away quickly enough before I am inunlosing my head, as I have attempted to disdated with yet another chorus of the
tinguish mistake from misunderstanding. I
damned phrase.
used to be able to spout off who was the
leading rusher on each NFL team, but it is
"Ride the wave of destiny
more likely that I'll be able to tell someone
Ride.above the crest
how many times Prof. Sirulnik wore a
And believe that everything that happens
brown suit in the past two weeks. Sanity
to you
does prevail though, and it had better, with
Happens for the best. "
finals one month away. The intentions and
-Alan Parsons
aspirations we had when we arrived two
For those who graduated from college months ago do resurface occasionally-as
last May, this has been an especially uneasy
we attempt to place things in perspective. It
transition. The person who sits next to you
is not a concession to have tempered or rein class, probably is not someone with
structured our hopes, though, for as we
whom you would have spent any significant
learned on that first day" If you try some
time during the past four years. These new time you just might find you get what you
acquaintances face brutal comparisons
need," and that is all that we can or should
when likened to the friends you left when
expect. •

A

SAGITIARIUS: Someone tells you something
silly, but don't laugh! Eat a big breakfast. Don't
turn off the lights tonight, and leave the shower
on while away.

CANCER: Leo plays important role today. You
will score on the 15th, but don't get high hopes.
Any canned goods should be discarded today.
That professor who you thought likes you really
hates your guts.

"You can't always get what you want, but

T

22

M

The First Year:
You Can't Always
Get What You Want
you get what you need. "<-Mick Jagger!
Keith Richards

21

Kennedy Center.

cracker"

I

. if you try sometime, you just might find

FIRST DA Y OF HANUKKAH

WASHINGTON

T

by Frank D' Amore

Mason University
p.m.

"THE MAL TESE FALCON"
SLEEP" at the Biograph.,

E

GW'S BASKETBALL

FORGET- ALL OF YOUR TROUBLES "Fame!"
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